CLASSES

M O N D A Y

Monday - Saturday
OCTOBER 27 - NOVEMBER 1

QUILT STUDIO CONSULTATION $100 PER HOUR
E. D. AP
Lois L. Hallock
Consult one-on-one with a quilt studio designer regarding your specific needs. Walk away with layout recommendations, furnishing ideas, and organizing suggestions tailored to your requirements. Consultations provided in one-hour sessions. Contact Lois at clearviewdesigns@comcast.net to pre-schedule your appointment. (Do not enroll through the class catalog for this consultation.) Bring photographs of studio, room dimensions, fabric volume, and note-taking materials.
www.clearview-designs.com

Monday & Tuesday
OCTOBER 27 & 28
TWO-DAY CLASSES
9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.

(Noon-2:00 P.M. Lunch Break)

100. PIECED PICTURES $131
E. D. AP
Charlotte Warr Andersen
Translate pictures, line drawings, and photographs into piecework—a technique that gives a slightly more abstract look to the subject. Make patchwork of animals, landscapes, buildings, or anything you choose. You can make it so intricate that your friends will think you have applied liquid instead of pieced it! This different approach to pieced pictures can be used for pictures ranging from block size to a full-size quilt. www.charlottewarrandersen.com

*CLASS PRICE-$130 + MATERIALS FEE-$1 = $131

101. INDIGO SHIBORI STYLE $213
E. P. J. SM
Glenis Dolce & Katrina Walker
Immerse yourself in a world of pattern and glorious hand-dyed indigo as you create a wearable work of art. On Day One, join Dolce in the dye room to dye a variety of fabrics. Using indigo and shibori techniques on various fabrics, learn arashi shibori (pole wrapping), stitajime (fold and clamp), and various stitched methods while creating your own one-of-a-kind wearable art piece. A variety of finished samples will inspire your individual choices. Day Two migrates into the sewing room, where you learn techniques and tips for confident garment sewing as Walker guides you through the process of constructing a beautifully flowing and flattering over-vest with scarf collar. This extraordinary garment transforms your hand-dyed indigo shibori fabrics into a pojagi-inspired design that you will love to wear!

*CLASS PRICE-$130 + MAT FEE-$75 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $213

LO N G A R M  CLASS

ALL-DAY

Monday
OCTOBER 27
7:30 A.M.-6:30 P.M.

103. TEXAS QUILT MUSEUM AND FESTIVAL HILL $127 SHOPPING TOUR
Charlotte Warr Andersen

Please join us for a day of visiting the Texas Quilt Museum and other stops along the way, including shopping and a bit of Texas history. Price includes transportation, all entrance and/or entertainment fees, lunch, gratuities, and tour guide.

Visit the Texas quilt Museum, enjoy local La Grange cuisine, and experience shopping in Festival Hill and Quilters Emporium in Stafford, Texas.
ALL-DAY CLASSES
* 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. (NOON-2:00 P.M. LUNCH BREAK)

106. LET ME SURPRISE YOU! *$198
E, D, P, J, P C, M C; www.melindabula.com

Charlotte Angotti
A new kit is designed each year just for Quilt Festival. New this year—now offered three times with a different kit in each class! Enjoy a full day of relaxed sewing with lots of laughter added. That’s right—it’s all cut out and ready for you. Join Angotti and make a wonderful quilt. Note: project not expected to be completed in class, but you are welcome to try. Also offered as 206 on Tuesday and 410 on Thursday with a different kit each day.

*CCLASS PRICE-$565 + MAT FEE-$125 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $198

107. COLORFUL ORGANZA FLOWERS *$100
E, D, H, A P, SM

Sheer fabrics are the building blocks for translucent shimmering flowers that will glow and sparkle while adding depth to your fiber art piece. See the possibilities when new shapes and colors are created simply by overlapping transparent fabrics. Add more creative tools to your fiber art repertoire!

*CCLASS PRICE-$65 + MATERIALS FEE-$25 = $100

108. FATHER CHRISTMAS—YOUR WAY! *$103
E, D, P, J, P C, Patti Blair

Using a provided pattern and a pre-painted face on fabric, paint a Father Christmas unique to your desire. Use Tsukineko inks, stamps, and traceable line drawings to make Father Christmas your own.

www.pattclasses.blogspot.com

*CCLASS PRICE-$65 + MATERIALS FEE-$38 = $103

109. FABULOUS FUSIBLE FLOWERS—ZINNIA *$130
E, P, J, P C

Melinda Bula

Look through the eyes of an artist as Bula shows how she builds her award-winning flower quilts. See how color and values add depth and realism to your work. Layer colors just like paint to make the flowers pop. Hand-dyed fabric kits have been created for this class in a choice of colors. Cutting Garden Quilts, MC; Candy Cane Lane, MC; www.melindabula.com

*CCLASS PRICE-$65 + MATERIALS FEE-$35 = $130

110. INTRO TO PORTRAIT QUILTS *$81
E, P, J, P C, Laurie Cecey

Create a simple 18in square portrait quilt with personalized hair, skin tones, and eye colors in batiks using raw-edge fused appliqué. Fabric markers are used to detail the facial features and embellishment ideas are included.

*CCLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$8 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $81

111. LET’S TALK QUILTING *$65
E, D, P C, Holli Chatham

This process class will help you find new ideas on how to use quilting to enhance the look of your quilt. Use quilting lines to create depth, texture, tension, or shadowing, giving new dimension to your work. Bring one or two un-battled quilt tops, traditional or contemporary, and learn to make them more interesting than ever! Formerly titled “Quilt Line as a Third Design Aspect.” QNM, July/August 1999, pp. 26-27; The Twentieth Century’s Best American Quilts, p. 83; PR; Great American Quilts 1999, p. 136; Ox; QAWB, cover, Winter 2005; www.hollisart.com Also offered as 311 on Wednesday. Do not enroll for both.

*CCLASS PRICE-$565 + MAT FEE-$25 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $65

112. CREATING CLOTH DOLL MAKING *$98
E, D, H, A P, SM

Patti Medaris Culea

Explore basic doll making skills—sewing, turning, wiring and sculpting hands; drawing, sculpting, and coloring a face; coloring and sculpting body parts; and attaching hair. Bring a blank 18in cloth doll without hands. Creative Cloth Doll Collection, QB.

*CCLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$22 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $98

113. IMPROVISATIONAL DESIGN FOR DIGITAL PRINTING *$95
E, D, P, J, P C, Jane Dunnewold

Learn fun and easy techniques to create images for the computer and then upload to a print-on-demand fabric company. Just play or order your designs! The sky’s the limit! DVD, Spring 2014. IP; www.complexcloth.com

*CCLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$30 = $95

114. ELEVATED BEADING FOR ART QUILTERS *$90
B, I, D, H, A P, P C

Nancy Eha

Explore elevated beading—a new beadin technique invented by the instructor. Unlike traditional bead embroidery, these beaded patterns do not rest on nor are attached to the fabric. Instead, bead supports are sewn in place on the fabric surface which hold the beaded lines above the fabric. Learn many elevated beading patterns in this easy, fun, and fast way to add 3-D beaded patterns to your art quilts. No prior beading experience necessary.

*CCLASS PRICE-$65 + MATERIALS FEE-$25 = $90

115. PLAY WITH SILK—SILK NATUR ESCAPES *$107
E, P, J, P C, Noriko Endo

Explore the NaturEscapes process Endo utilized in her award-winning quilts. Experiment with the instant-set Colorhue dye for your dimensional nature project. The layering of tulle and stitching form Impressionist-like images which offer a special creativity.

*CCLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$34 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $107

116. SEVEN WAYS TO GO CRAZY *$78
E, D, A P, P C, SM, retro Lynda M H Faires

Are you ready to break free from patterns, templates, and fussy measurements? Learn at least seven techniques to create contemporary, Crazy, random, and improvisational patchwork including freehand cutting and gentle curves. Great fun and very liberating as the possibilities are endless! www.lyndafaires.com

*CCLASS PRICE-$565 + MAT FEE-$55 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $78

117. BRAIDED FLAG *$153
E, D, P, J, P C, M C

Carolyn Forster

Make this beautiful wallhanging—in patriotic colors—for yourself or someone special. The pieces of this original John Flynn design, including the Five Pointed Star, are pre-cut for accuracy.

*CCLASS PRICE-$565 + MAT FEE-$80 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $153

118. JELLY ROLL STAR—A STUNNING QUILT IN ONE DAY *$95
E, D, P, J, P C, M C

Carolin Forster

Sew this 70in square quilt top in a day! Choose Ohio Star or Sawtooth Star setting. The stacked strips make a satisfying and stunning quilt. Amaze yourself, amaze your friends! Jelly Roll Quilts & Gifts, 2012, SE. Also offered as 320 on Wednesday. Do not enroll for both.

*CCLASS PRICE-$565 + MAT FEE-$22 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $95

119. BACK TO SCHOOL—TERRIFIC TECHNIQUES FOR PERFECT PATCHWORK *$73
E, P, J, P C, M C, retro Helen Frost

Schoolhouse blocks will help you master matching intersections, angled seams, and set-in pieces. Discover easy methods for accurate cutting, precision pinning, easy triangles, and a foolproof assembly approach.

*CCLASS PRICE-$565 + EQUIPMENT FEE-$8 = $73

120. LITTLE HOUSE OF GEES Ex *$113
E, P, J, P C, M C

Gail Garber

Learn free-form freezer paper foundation piecing of Flying Geese, tiny trees, pointy dudes, and a really cute house while stitching this whimsical wall quilt. All fabrics and patterns provided. AQ, Sept. 2012 and July 2011; Flying Colors, 2012, C&T; QL, May 2014; www.gailgarber.com

*CCLASS PRICE-$565 + MAT FEE-$40 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $113

FOR DIGITAL PRINTING

Helen Frost

Explore a new way to work with digital images which offer a special creativity. Learn free-form freezer paper foundation piecing of Flying Geese, tiny trees, pointy dodes, and a really cute house while stitching this whimsical wall quilt. All fabrics and patterns provided. AQ, Sept. 2012 and July 2011; Flying Colors, 2012, C&T; QL, May 2014; www.gailgarber.com

*CCLASS PRICE-$565 + MAT FEE-$40 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $113
Day by Day Listing of Classes, Lectures, and Special Events

**MONDAY**

**121. DOUBLE WEDDING RING RUNNER *$103**
B,P J,SM RETRO Nancy Goldsworthy
Here is your chance to piece a Double Wedding Ring without committing to a bed size quilt. Pre-cutting and easy curved piecing directions allow many to complete the project in class.
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$30 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $103

**122. THE BASICS OF CRAZY QUILTING *$128**
B,I,P J,SM RETRO Judith Baker Montano
Create a 10in Crazy quilt square using the Montano “Centerpiece” method. This award-winning technique combines piecing with Victorian embroidery and embellishments. Feel confident in your skills and learn shortcuts for Crazy piecing quilt.
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$55 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $128

**123. SIMPLE SYMMETRY *$73**
E,D,P J,SM Paula Nadelstern
Use one single template and one symmetrical fabric to achieve a complex quilt filled with dramatic impact. You won’t believe your eyes! QNM, #329, p. 39.
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + EQUIPMENT FEE-$8 = $73

**124. CONTEMPORARY CURVED PIECING *$81**
E,P J,PC,SM Philippa Naylor
Discover this unique award-winning curved piecing method through easy template making from a master pattern. Learn from detailed discussions of materials, equipment, and techniques, and sew a mini quilt top using precise methods for great results! 500 Art Quilts, p. 60, LB: Quilting in the Limelight, DT.
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$8 = $73

**125. FREE-MOTION MACHINE QUILTING— FOCUS ON FILLERS *$73**
B,PC,SM Sue Nichols
Make a small sampler quilt workbook as you explore that all-important element that enhances surrounding quilting motifs or appliquéd designs—fillers. Start with basic machinequilting information and quickly move on to traditional stipple quilting, loopy stipple, spiral flowers, and much more. Nichols’ “Trace and Practice” concept eases you into the machine stitching, so come and enjoy a play day of free-motion quilting!
Machine Quilting: A Primer of Techniques, AQ&S; Fabulous Feathers and Fillers: Design and Machine Quilting Techniques, AQ&S.
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + EQUIPMENT FEE-$8 = $73

**126. TAP™ THAT JOURNAL *$80**
E,M,M P J,SM Lesley Riley
TAP—Transfer Artist Paper—is the key! Print, TAP, cover, bind, write, glue, stencil, stamp, and create. If you already love your journal pages, you’ll love adding TAP to the mix. If you’re afraid to begin, TAP will have you dancing on the pages. Create a new journal as you hand-print and paint fabric covers, create inside pockets, and learn a unique yet simple binding. Conquer those pages with creativity.
Creative Image Transfer, Summer 2014, C&T.
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + MATERIALS FEE-$15 = $80

**127. STYLISH SCARF-EMBELLISHED SWEATSHIRT JACKET *$132**
I,A P,SM Linda Rohlfing
Enjoy Rohlfing’s creative guidance as you learn to fit and trim a comfy sweatshirt with fabric and long scarf to create a stunning, comfortable, and flattering knit jacket.
Kit must be pre-ordered by September 8, 2014 (see supply list).
www.londas-sewing.com/gallery/12/
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$59 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $132

**128. LET’S MACHINE QUILT *$73**
B,PC,SM Sarah Ann Smith
Does hassle-free machine quilting entice you? A digital presentation of the essentials gives you a solid foundation for the walking foot and hands-on free-motion quilting provides a sampler of designs. Threadwork Unraveled, 2009, AQ&S; www.sarahannsmith.com
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + EQUIPMENT FEE-$8 = $73

**129. THE SELF-MITERED LOG CABIN *$77**
E,D,A P,PC,SM Anita Grossman Solomon
Evaluate fabric and see it in new ways before transitioning strips in class from light to dark. Enjoy fabric tips and unique construction techniques, including automatic miters without pins. Rotary Cutting Revolution, 2010, C&T; http://MakeItSimplerWorkshops.blogspot.com
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$4 + EQUIP FEE-$8 = $77

**130. HOW “SWEET” IT IS!— GETTING TO KNOW THE HQ SWEET SIXTEEN *$111**
E,P J,SM David M. Taylor
Would you like a machine with more room to quilt, but don’t have an entire room for a longarm? The Sweet Sixteen is the answer! Enjoy this introduction to all of the features of this sit-down, mid-arm quilting machine. Also offered as 340 on Wednesday. Do not enroll for both.
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + MAT FEE-$30 + EQUIP FEE-$16 = $111

**131. PINE TREE TABLE TOPPER *$73**
I,P J,PC,SM Donna Lynn Thomas
Master on-point patchwork using the Omnigrip On-Point Ruler. The pretty on-point border and tree units fit perfectly with no math. Simple, new, and innovative concepts. On-Point Patchwork, p. 56, MC; www.donnalynthomas.com
*CLASS PRICE-$65 + EQUIPMENT FEE-$8 = $73

**136. BEGINNING LONGARM FEATHERS WITH LINDA TAYLOR—LONGARM HANDS-ON *$134**
B,I,LA Linda Taylor
Beginner or advanced, those beautiful flowing freehand feathers can really set your quilting free and enhance your quilting earnings. Experience Taylor’s “FUNdamental” freehand feathers and designs while making a “dream catcher” wallhanging. Practice new-found skills and put those feathers inside of flowers to create a sampler of “feathers” in class as well.
*CLASS PRICE-$85 + MAT FEE-$35 + EQUIP FEE-$14 + $134

**137. GARDEN MEDLEY—HAND APPLIQUÉ *$74**
B,H Karen Kay Buckley
Achieve smooth curves, wonderfully sharp points, perfect circles, and so much more while sewing on this project! Your kit includes all the fabric needed in class plus several other items. www.karenkaybuckley.com Also offered as 478 on Thursday afternoon. Do not enroll for both.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MATERIALS FEE-$39 = $74
18. Show Off Your Fat Quarters  *$39
B, PJ, PC, SM Retro Debbie Caffrey
Make a quilt “outside of the blocks” when re-producing this antique-inspired quilt. Class will provide instruction and pattern to complete any size from crib to king! Basic machine piecing and rotary cutting skills required. Also offered as 479 on Thursday afternoon and 734 on Saturday morning. Do not enroll for more than one.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + EQUIPMENT FEE-$4 = $39

19. Harlequin Star Pillow  *$53
I, PJ, AP, SM Julie M. Creus
Take your projects to the next dimension! This extraordinary 3-D star-shaped pillow will be the whimsical focal point of your room. Enjoy quick construction with the nevis fusible 2.5in grid. Make it in class, stuff it at home! www.latodera.com
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$17 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $56

20. For the Love of Color  *$56
E, D, PC Melody Crust
What you always wanted to know about color but were afraid to ask. Understand color concepts that quilters use like balance, pattern, texture, dominance, and the many moods of color. Play with a large variety of fabric samples—laying them out to experience for yourself the magic we can create with glorious color. www.melodycrust.com
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$17 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $56

21. Organizing Your Quilting Space  *$60
E, D, AP Lois L. Hallock
Solve organizing problems by using common inexpensive household items and proven organizational systems. Repurpose furniture from other rooms in your house or from thrift stores. Learn when to invest in custom furniture and when to use low cost retailers.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$25 = $60

22. Second String  *$49
E, SM Retro Nancy Hinds
Have a large stash of leftover strips? Don’t despair! Learn two methods that use strips of various lengths and widths. Start construction on String Star and Spiderweb block designs and see quilting design options too!
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$10 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $49

23. Exploring Color As Used In Our Quilting Projects  *$50
E Jan Matthews
Receive an introduction to the color wheel and the elements of color, discuss use of color, and problem solve issues with color. Enjoy a trunk show and work on a simple project.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$15 = $50

24. Holiday Beaded Cuff & Earring Set  *$60
E, D, PJ Kaori Meng
Join Meng of French General to learn basic beading techniques using vintage glass beads to create beautiful, colorful bracelets and a pair of earrings. Selection of colors available.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MATERIALS FEE-$25 = $60

LUNCHEON LECTURE
NOON-2:00 P.M.

25. A Quilter’s Progression  $39
RETO Retro Charlotte Warr Andersen
After more than 25 years as an artist on the quilt teacher circuit, Andersen has put together a showcase of her work—both quilts and garments—intertwined with her personal, laugh-out-loud experiences. After all, she’s a quilter who is also a wife and mother and who can only be serious on a part-time basis.

A two-course meal with beverage is included.

26. Thread Therapy With Dr. Bob  $8
Bob Parcell
Spend time with the President of Superior Threads and the only self-certified master thread therapist in the world! Resolve frustrations and solve most thread-related problems. Distinguish quality of threads, what labels really mean, and tell fact from fiction. Learn thread types and characteristics, the importance of needle selection, and machine tension management. Having gotten involved in the thread business to support his wife’s (Mother Superior) quilting addiction, he assures you that he is familiar with most places women stash fabric!

4:00-5:00 P.M.

27. Quiltmaker Ergonomics  $8
Lois L. Hallock
Are you acquiring UFOs faster than you can make quilts? This can be an indicator that you are losing energy to “ergonomic vampires.” Go beyond the basics of surface heights and learn to make small changes to reap big rewards! Higher energy levels directly equate to making more quilts and being more creative.

AFTERNOON LECTURES
2:00-3:00 P.M.

28. Fiesta Mexico—Block Three— *$60
Hand Appliqué
E, H Karen Kay Buckley
While sewing on this festive 10in square block, learn to sew smooth curves, sharp points, and perfect circles. Discover how hand appliqué can be fun, easy, and enjoyable! Also offered as 442 on Thursday morning. Do not enroll for both.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$25 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $60

29. Appliquéd Techniques—The “A” Word for Beginners  *$52
E, PC Terri Burton
Take the fear out of appliqué by experimenting with several techniques including fusible, raw-edge, interfacing, template, and needleturn methods. Choose your favorite method and complete the top of a small pin cushion. Many samples to inspire you! Also offered as 733 on Saturday morning. Do not enroll for both.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$17 = $52

30. Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner—A Table Topper Mystery  *$39
LAP, PJ, PC, SM Debbie Caffrey
Join Caffrey in a mystery designed to make a project suitable for a table top using a new pattern debuting at Houston Quilt Festival. Basic machine piecing and rotary cutting skills required. Also offered as 443 on Thursday morning. Do not enroll for both.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + EQUIPMENT FEE-$4 = $39
Day by Day Listing of Classes, Lectures, and Special Events

160. STITCHING THROUGH THE LAYERS—THE ART & ELEGANCE OF STRAIGHT LINE QUILTING
E.D,PC RETRO Melody Crust
You've made a beautiful quilt top, now what? Go step-by-easy-step as you decide on the right quilting design, what works, what doesn't, and why. Perfect for hand and machine quilters, both traditional and art quilts. Stitching Through the Layers: Straight Line Stitching, OM; www.melodycrust.com

161. WALLFLOWER WOOL APPLIQUÉ
E.PJ Laura Heine
Experience easy, fun, and relaxing handwork as you work on this 13in x 18in project and learn Heine’s wool appliqué stitch and French Knots. Everyone is successful! Color Fusion, DT; MQ, June 2008.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MATERIALS FEE-$55 = $90

162. CURVES MADE SIMPLE
E.PC,SM RETRO Nancy Hinds
Conquer machine stitched curves. Learn three different methods to create Drunkard’s Path blocks—no pins! Layout options and quilting designs will also be discussed.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$23 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $62

163. BEGINNING PAPER PIECING
E.PC,SM Jan Matheus
Enjoy this introduction to foundation paper piecing techniques. Acquire basic skills and complete several Crazy quilt blocks. A great opportunity to familiarize yourself with this technique.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$16 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $55

164. FLEUR FRANCAIS PIN
E.D.H.PJ Kaari Meng
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$17 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $56

165. MONOPRINT, MASK, & STAMP—CREATE FABULOUS PAINTED FABRICS
E.MM,PC Cecilie Whatman
Create sensational surface design fabrics that can be incorporated into any textile art project. Build layers of varying degrees of transparency, mask, and then stamp and mask.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MATERIALS FEE-$5 = $40

166. MONOPRINT, MASK, & STAMP—BUILD LAYERS OF VARYING DEGREES OF TRANSPARENCY, MASK, AND THEN STAMP AND MASK
E.MM,PC Cecilie Whatman

170. GOOD FEATHERS GONE BAD MEETS FREETHAND FILIGREE—LONGARM HANDS-ON
E.LA Dusty Farrell
Learn Farrell’s unique “Twinkie” approach to feathers and why not try some non-traditional filigree feathers while you’re at it! All skill levels will leave class confident in their newfound feathering abilities.
www.csoutrystitch.com or www.facebook.com/stephanie.d.farrell.7
*CLASS PRICE-$56 + MAT FEE-$25 + EQUIP FEE=$14 = $104

171. MYSTICAL SHAPES—LONGARM HANDS-ON
E.LA Jamie Wallen
Breathe new life into your surface quilting with a new twist on the common shapes found on quilts. Traditional and modern quilters alike will enjoy taking it to the next level with paisleys, orbs, curved cross hatching, Jacobean designs, and more. These innovations will have you looking at edge-to-edge, block, and border designs in a whole new way.
*CLASS PRICE-$56 + MAT FEE-$25 + EQUIP FEE=$14 = $104

172. APPLIQUE WITHOUT THE A-WORD
E.MM.PJ.PC Patt Blair
Create your own intricate-looking “appliqué” painting in your color choice. What would take weeks with needleturn will be done in a single class setting. Really! Enjoy this economical and fast project.
www.pattsclasses.blogspot.com
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MATERIALS FEE-$23 = $58

173. STRING IT UP
E.D,PC,SM RETRO Liz Brousard
Got strings? Liberate them by sewing the strings onto a foundation to create unique, scrappy designs. Color theory and block layout possibilities will be discussed. Also offered as 607 on Friday evening. Do not enroll for both.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$16 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $55

174. NOUVEAU WEDDING RING
E.PJ.SM Eleanor Burns
Waltz through a traditionally pieced, time-consuming pattern using a quick-stepped modern fusible technique of appliqué. There’s no needleturn! (26” x 52”) www.quiltinaday.com Also offered as 802 on Sunday morning. Do not enroll for both.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$55 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $104

175. CHRISTMAS CRAZY CAN
E.D.H.PJ Julie Craig
This knitted class allows you to transform an ordinary soup can into a piece of decorative art using felted wool, a postcard print, embellishments, and Crazy stitching. Bring only scissors for a stress-free finished project about 6in tall and 3.5in diameter. Gluing and hand sewing required. Charts not included.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MATERIALS FEE-$20 = $55

176. SUPER FAST BINDING AND PIPING
E.PC,SM RETRO Melody Crust
Is binding the quilt your least favorite part? Bindings and piping are a snap with this no-fail, completely machine stitched method. Make a sample to take home and keep as a how-to example for your own quilts. Binding will never be the same again! Eye Candy Quilts, 2005; www.melodycrust.com
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + EQUIPMENT FEE-$4 = $39

177. GODDESS SHRINE COLLAGE
E.PJ.SM Lynda MH Faires
Start with a photo transfer on fabric image of a goddess of your choice from a variety of options. Create a 7in x 9in mixed-media collage using luscious fabrics, laces, ribbons, trims, buttons, beads, crystals, and other found objects. Use both machine and hand stitching for construction and embellishment. All materials provided in class.
www.lyndafaires.com
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$30 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $69

178. 100 MACHINE QUILTING DESIGNS
E.PC,SM Laura Heine
Ready for something new? Work through Laura’s Little Book of Quilting Designs (FI) in this class for the student who has mastered the basics and is looking for more innovative quilting designs—it promises to be a real treat! Color Fusion, DT; MQ, June 2008.
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$55 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $74

179. SALVAGE THE SELVEDGE
E.PJ.SM Nancy Hinds
Tired of throwing out fabric selvedges? Manipulate these skinny strips into coasters or placemats. Stitch them together to create a small zipper bag. Innovative fun!
*CLASS PRICE-$35 + MAT FEE-$17 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $56
180. MEET ME IN HAWAII
Kathy Kansier
*CLASS PRICE-$165 + MAT FEE-$35 + EQUIP FEE-$28 = $228

Don’t be intimidated by intricate Hawaiian appliqué blocks. See how to design and make these using a raw-edge appliqué technique. Use Kansier’s original patterns and learn hints for creating Hawaiian designs. Fold and cut fusible paper to make designs, fuse to appliqué fabric, and then machine appliqué. Borders may be added after class to make a wallhanging or pillow. Enjoy a PowerPoint presentation of her recent trip to Hawaii.

www.kathykansier.com

181. SEAWEED, CORALS, ANEMONES, & JELLYFISH
Judith Baker Montano
E.H.PJ
*CLASS PRICE-$130 + MAT FEE-$45 = $175

Create a beautiful underwater project using free-form embroidery and fabric manipulation. Create jellyfish, buttonhole anemones, net stitch corals, spider web starfish, and many more—techniques—a wonderful introduction to painting with threads and ribbons. Freeform Embroidery with Judith Baker Montano, C&T.

www.pattsart.com

182. FAUX STAINED GLASS SILK APPLIQUÉ— DONE BY MACHINE EMBROIDERY
Lisa Shaw
E.PC,SM
*CLASS PRICE-$69 + MAT FEE-$30 + EQUIP FEE-$6 = $105

Discover an exciting type of faux appliqué! Embroider a sandwich of silk fabric and batting with silk thread. This embroidery becomes the resist and canvas for using self-setting silk dyes. Practice blending and shading to create your “stained glass looking” pieces to use in future projects.

183. FASCINATIN’ HEXITES
Anita Grossman Solomon
Quiltmaker Magazine (#151) reviewed this technique as “reversible magic for double the fun.” Complete a two-sided, self-bound unit that is a Tumbling Block on the front and a Hexagon on the back. This is just the beginning for your next show-stopping quilt!

http://MakeItSimplerWorkshops.blogspot.com

*CLASS PRICE-$46 + MAT FEE-$20 + EQUIP FEE-$3 = $69

184. MAKE ME SMILE
Donna Lynn Thomas
I.PJ,PC,SM
*CLASS PRICE-$49 + MAT FEE-$10 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $63

Make these happy blocks mixing straight set and on-point components using the Omnigrip On-Point Ruler. Class is loaded with lots of precision skills. On-Point Patchwork, p. 40, MC; www.donnalynnthomas.com

185. SCATTERED CIRCLES TEXTURED TABLE RUNNER
Cecile Whatman
E.D.PJ
*CLASS PRICE-$55 + MAT FEE-$15 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $74

Experiment with combining various fabrics into one appliquéd surface for a true exercise in texture. Work with mischievous fabrics to create a dimensional effect.

186. EXPLORING SHIVA PAINTSTIKS
Heather Thomas
E.D.MM,PC
*CLASS PRICE-$50 + MAT FEE-$15 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $69

Learn to use these versatile paints to create or enhance your next quilt. Techniques include stenciling, rubbing, watercolor effects, madras plaids, appliqué shading, color mixing, wet blending, and more.

Tuesday & Wednesday
OCTOBER 28 & 29
TWO-DAY CLASS
*CLASS PRICE-$55 + MAT FEE-$20 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $79

200. PAINTED QUILT ART—STEP-BY-STEP
Patt Blair
E.D.PJ,PC
*CLASS PRICE-$175 + MAT FEE-$45 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $224

Bring your own original contour drawing and reference photo or choose a ready-to-go one from the instructor’s stash to paint your quilt top using Tsukineko inks and applicators. Two will conclude with a discussion on how to finish a quilt. Click on EZ Drawing Button at www.pattsart.com

*CLASS PRICE-$130 + MAT FEE-$45 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $175

201. TEXAS QUILT MUSEUM & FESTIVAL HILL SHOPPING TOUR
*CLASS PRICE-$127 + MAT FEE-$20 = $147

Also offered as 103 on Monday, 301 on Wednesday, 401 on Thursday. See 103 on Monday for description. Do not enroll for more than one.

TWO-DAY CLASSES (CONTINUED FROM MONDAY)
*CLASS PRICE-$127 + MAT FEE-$20 = $147

101. INDIGO SHIBORI STYLE
Dolce & Walker (continues)
*CLASS PRICE-$50 + MAT FEE-$15 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $79

See description at 101 on Tuesday, October 27.

102. WATERCOLOR TO QUILT
Masopust (continues)
*CLASS PRICE-$55 + MAT FEE-$15 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $79

See description at 102 on Wednesday, October 27.

103. PIECED PICTURES
Anderst (continues)
*CLASS PRICE-$55 + MAT FEE-$15 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $79

See description at 103 on Thursday, October 27.

104. SCATTERED CIRCLES TEXTURED TABLE RUNNER
*CLASS PRICE-$55 + MAT FEE-$20 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $79

These gorgeous feathers have been sweeping the quilting world and, while they look quite intricate, they’re surprisingly simple to execute and can be accomplished by domestic and frame quilters alike!

*CLASS PRICE-$165 + MAT FEE-$35 + EQUIP FEE-$28 = $228

205. TWIRLY WHIRLY FEATHERS— LONGARM HANDS-ON
Kimmy Brunner
B.I.LA
*CLASS PRICE-$228 + MAT FEE-$45 + EQUIP FEE-$4 = $277

These gorgeous feathers have been sweeping the quilting world and, while they look quite intricate, they’re surprisingly simple to execute and can be accomplished by domestic and frame quilters alike!